
Should we discourage AI extension?

Abstract

We might worry that our seamless reliance on AI systems makes us prone to adopting
the strange errors that these systems commit. One proposed solution is to design
AI systems so that they are not phenomenally transparent to their users. This stops
cognitive extension and the automatic uptake of errors. Although we acknowledge
that some aspects of AI extension are concerning, we can address these concerns
without discouraging transparent employment altogether. First, we believe that the
potential danger should be put into perspective – many unreliable technologies are
unlikely to be used transparently precisely because they are unreliable. Second,
an agent who transparently employs a resource may also reflect (opaquely) on its
reliability. Finally, agents can rely on a process transparently and be yanked out
of their transparent use when it turns unreliable. When an agent is responsive to
the reliability of their process in this way, they have epistemically integrated it, and
the beliefs they form with it are formed responsibly. This prevents the agent from
automatically incorporating problematic beliefs. Responsible (and transparent) use
of AI resources – and consequently responsible AI extension – is hence possible.
We end the paper with several design and policy recommendations that encourage
epistemic integration of AI-involving belief-forming processes.

Keywords: phenomenal transparency, artificial intelligence, cognitive extension,
adversarial attack, cognitive integration

1 Introduction

Some have argued that our fluent and seamless reliance on AI systems may cause us to
incorporate into our cognitive systems the strange errors these systems commit (Carter
et al. 2018; Wheeler 2019, 2021; Hernández-Orallo and Vold 2019). One such error is
committed by deep neural networks (DNN), which may succumb to adversarial exemplars
and misidentify what to us is clearly an instance of one object (e.g. a car) as something
else (e.g. a non-car) (Szegedy et al. 2014).

According to the thesis of extended cognition (Clark and Chalmers 1998; Menary
2010), our cognitive states may sometimes be realised at least partially outside our bodies,
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for instance in notebooks, phones, and other devices. When our cognitive processes are
AI-extended, the AI’s faults threaten to become our own.

One proposed solution to this problem, owed to Michael Wheeler, is to design Deep
Neural Network-based AI systems such that they are not employed transparently (Wheeler
2019, 2021). The concept of transparency used here is borrowed from the phenomenolog-
ical literature and describes the experience of skilful fluent tool use. When we use a tool
(say, a hammer) in such a way, it may disappear from our focus of attention so that we are
focusing directly on the task at hand (say, hammering a nail).1 Several proponents of the
extended cognition thesis have argued that phenomenal transparency is a necessary con-
dition for cognitive extension (Clark 2003, 2008; Thompson and Stapleton 2009; Wheeler
2019).

Transparently employing a process causes an AI-extended process to disappear from
the agent’s experience. This seems to imply that the agent will not be able to think about the
properties of the resource and that the resource’s faults are therefore likely to escape no-
tice. When that happens, the agent is left without defences against problematic (extended)
beliefs. By advocating the intransparent (or opaque) use of AI technologies, Wheeler aims
to prevent cognitive extension and, consequently, the incorporation of the AI’s faults.2

This paper argues that we can learn to responsibly extend into AI systems. More
specifically, we first show that the problem at hand is less devastating thanWheeler thought.
Many technologies are so unreliable that they are unlikely to be employed transparently or
at all. Secondly, agents can reflect on the processes that they transparently employ, and
focusing on designing intransparent AI is therefore unnecessary. Using the virtue relia-
bilist concept of epistemic integration, we show how agents can rely on external resources
even when they employ them transparently. Epistemic integration, we argue, allows us to
understand how we can responsibly extend into AI systems.

In addition, we apply our understanding of epistemic integration to propose design
and policy recommendations for responsible AI extension. These recommendations aim
to make it more likely that agents become aware when their extended processes fail. We
think many of these strategies apply also to Wheeler’s examples concerning adversarial

1A second concept of transparency is used in discussions around AI to refer to the degree to which agents
are able to understand how a technology works. The main subject of this paper is phenomenal transparency as
we will describe and illustrate in the next section. See Andrada, Clowes, and Smart (2022) for an introduction
to the varieties of transparency.

2Before we present our arguments, one qualification about Wheeler’s recommendation is important. In
Wheeler (2019), he focuses on discouraging extension to DNN networks because they can succumb to adver-
sarial attacks. In Wheeler (2021), he recommends the same first, but then seems to pivot to a more nuanced
stance according to which we should look for a sweet spot between transparency and intrusion. While the final
position isn’t entirely clear, it is clear that Wheeler doesn’t give an account of how we could find such a sweet
spot. Our paper address this question head-on.
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exemplars, lessening the force of his argument.
Our paper is structured in the following way. After this first section, section 2 outlines

the concept of transparency and shows that many unreliable technologies are not employed
transparently. In section 3, we argue that transparency and opacity are not mutually exclu-
sive. Section 4 introduces two routes to epistemic integration and describes how we can
extend into AI systems responsibly. Section 5 suggests some design and policy recom-
mendations to encourage the epistemic integration of AI systems. In section 6, we apply
our approach to adversarial attacks.

2 Transparency and reliability

We must first take a closer look at the concept of transparency. This will reveal that many
unreliable processes are not used transparently (or at all) and that there are, therefore, far
fewer cases of problematic extension than we might think. Moreover, it’s possible to use
unreliable technologies in reliable ways.

Imagine EarSpeak, a wearable computer vision technology. It comes with an ear-
piece with which an AI calls out the names of objects located in front of you. It can even
describe entire scenes. Saira, who is blind, has been using EarSpeak for a year. She is
no longer aware of EarSpeak describing the world to her; if you asked her, she’d say that
she’s simply aware that there is, for instance, a door in front of her.

When a resource is employed transparently, it disappears from the focus of attention.
Saira doesn’t need to focus on EarSpeak to form beliefs with it. She doesn’t believe that
there’s a door in front of her because she hears a certain utterance which she then inter-
prets using her knowledge of EarSpeak’s design. Rather, she focuses directly on the task
of navigating her environment – for instance, of opening and passing through doors. EarS-
peak is transparent to Saira: she ‘sees’ the world with the technology rather than focusing
on it.

Transparency involves the skilled use of a resource (Heidegger 1976; Merleau-Ponty
and Landes 2012; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1988; Clowes 2019; Andrada 2020). When Saira
had just received her EarSpeak, the sudden streams of language issuing forth from her
device confused and overstimulated her. She had to pause to catch up with what was said
and then form beliefs about the structure of the visual scene. This is similar to the well-
known example of the carpenter and her hammer (Heidegger 1976). A novice carpenter
will need to focus on the hammer, its weight and its shape, and carefully handle it to strike
the nail in the right way. The master carpenter, in contrast, doesn’t think about the hammer
– she looks at the nail and strikes it.

When an agent skilfully and transparently employs a resource, she is attuned to how
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it helps achieve her goals. The master carpenter has learnt that moving the hammer so-
and-so reliably sinks the nail into the wood. She knows that moving the hand in a certain
way will cause the nail to sit nicely flush with the wood. She doesn’t need to rely on any
thoughts about the hammer’s properties (its shape or weight) to figure out how to move her
arm to achieve her goal (Grush and Springle 2019).

Wheeler thinks employing AI technologies transparently is problematic and therefore
should be discouraged (Wheeler 2019, 2021). When a resource is transparent to the agent,
its properties aren’t at the focus of attention and, therefore, the agent cannot easily detect
when things go wrong. In contrast, when we use AI technologies opaquely, we can bring
to bear the entirety of our conscious cognitive processing on our interaction with them, and
can therefore more easily and reliably detect when things go awry. Technologies become
objects we attentively interact with, a problem to be solved rather than a part of the machin-
ery with which we solve problems (Clark 2003, 2008).

Suppose when EarSpeak first came out, it failed at detecting doors. It would remain
silent instead of warning users of the closed doors in their paths, and so they bumped into
them constantly. As a result, many users continued using their canes to check for objects
in front of them.

Amna was one of the users of this early iteration of EarSpeak. She was very annoyed
about never knowing whether to expect a door when EarSpeak remained silent. She had to
constantly pay attention to her surroundings to gauge if EarSpeak’s silence could reason-
ably mean that no objects were ahead. This required her to pay constant attention to her
use of EarSpeak, making transparent use impossible. Amna decided to return EarSpeak.

A large class of unreliable AI technology is unlikely to be used transparently as their
use requires constant attention to avoid costly mistakes. Agents either use such technolo-
gies opaquely or not at all. Since transparency is necessary for cognitive extension, there
cannot be extension in such cases, and without extension, we don’t have to worry about
odd AI errors becoming a part of our cognition.

However, this is not to say that it’s impossible for a user to transparently employ a
somewhat unreliable technology. A reliable technology is different from a reliable cognitive
process and the latter doesn’t necessitate the former. Imagine Amna is told she can’t return
EarSpeak. As she doesn’t want to write off the expensive purchase, she decides to try
using the device a little longer. After all, she figures, it shouldn’t be so hard to only listen
to EarSpeak when it says something, but abstain from drawing inferences when it stays
silent. Sure, that would limit EarSpeak’s usefulness somewhat, but at least it’s an easy rule
to follow. Unexpectedly, as time passes, Amna expends less and less effort to detect the
situations in which EarSpeak is reliable until, eventually, she starts using the technology
transparently.
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An agent who can distinguish problematic from unproblematic inputs – and can do
so without conscious processing – may learn to reliably and transparently employ a (par-
tially) unreliable process. In this way, a (partially) unreliable technology extends her reliable
cognitive process. Amna achieves this when she learns to seamlessly ignore EarSpeak’s
silence.

Thus, there are at least two ways in which unreliable technologies can be unproblem-
atic. First, unreliable technologies are often unlikely to be employed transparently, making
extension impossible. Second, agents may come to only rely on those aspects of a (par-
tially unreliable) technology that are reliable. In both cases, erroneous information from AI
technologies is not automatically accepted.

3 Transparent and yet opaque

It’s not always possible to constrain one’s transparent employment of a resource to only
those aspects that are reliable – however, as we’ll see, this is also not required. We may
employ a resource transparently and still have defences against problematic inputs. First,
the transparent employment of a resource doesn’t make opacity impossible, and agents
can inspect resources they transparently employ. Additionally, agents that transparently
employ resources can become aware when their processes malfunction. Thus, we can
responsibly employ AI technologies even while transparently relying on them.

Agents may not always be able to constrain their transparent use of a technology to
only those aspects which are reliable. First, AI technologies may fail rarely or subtly. Sup-
pose EarSpeak develops a new fault, this time involving the identification of tables. But
rather than always failing to identify them, it only fails once every 100th time. Or, alterna-
tively, it merely misidentifies tables as desks. When an agent isn’t exposed to sufficiently
many clear instances of failure, making out dependable patterns becomes challenging.

Second, AI technologies may fail randomly or in ways that appear random to the user.
Maybe EarSpeak fails due to the random fluctuation in some internal component or only
when some complex set of factors play into one another in a specific way. Here, too, finding
a pattern in the failures may be challenging (or impossible) for the agent. And without such
a pattern, the agent will be hard-pressed to recognise when not to use the technology. In
such cases, there’s a risk for agents to transparently employ unreliable technologies.

Saira has been using her reliable EarSpeak device for many months and has come
to transparently rely on it. While things have been going well so far, this is now changing as
her device has developed one of the hard-to-detect problemsmentioned above and doesn’t
reliably identify tables anymore.

Is Saira left without defences to this change in reliability? Not necessarily. Let’s sup-
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pose Saira is a computer engineer and has access to the device’s code and data. She
studies the device and realises why she’s been bumping into tables: EarSpeak is malfunc-
tioning (while her biological faculties are working fine).

The case shows that we can use a resource transparently and still focus our attention
on it – either while employing it transparently or at another time. In the latter case, the agent
stops or pauses her transparent use of the technology to take a look at how the technology
works. In the former case, transparent use of the resource never stops – in fact, we may
even use some technology to examine the very same technology. Saira may, for instance,
use EarSpeak to look at the visual output of some analysis software to gain information
about EarSpeak.

Saira may also use EarSpeak transparently until a malfunction makes the device
stand out and catch her attention. Imagine Saira is standing in her kitchen, where she
knows a table is located. She is transparently using EarSpeak, and EarSpeak is silent
about the table in front of her. Since Saira knows that there’s a table in front of her, she may
become aware that EarSpeak is malfunctioning. In such situations, the device can become
opaque as a tool that has failed (Heidegger 1976; Wheeler 2021). This is analogous to the
example of the master carpenter whose hammer fails. When that happens, the carpenter’s
attention is drawn to the hammer, which now becomes a problem to be solved.

We can become aware of failures even when we transparently employ some resource
– no matter whether that resource is internal or external to the body. Imagine you’re walking
down a dark city street and catch a glimpse of a lion lurking in the shadows. You know the
object you’re seeing cannot be a lion – after all, you’re in the middle of the city – and you
therefore dismiss the belief outright. When that happens your visual processes, which
you normally employ transparently, become opaque. They make themselves known as
something that may fail (in particular, that may fail when it’s too dark).3

Making sure that a transparently employed resource is used so that it becomes
opaque when it goes wrong is reminiscent of a specific kind of cognitive integration: epis-
temic integration.

4 Epistemic integration

The virtue reliabilist concept of cognitive integration (hereafter, epistemic or e-integration)
posits that when we responsibly (and transparently) rely on a process, we are in the position

3See Andrada (2020), Smart, Andrada, and Clowes (2022), and Facchin (2022), for a discussion of trans-
parency, cognitive extension and how we employ our internal cognitive faculties. See also Clark (2022) for a
predictive processing-based subpersonal account that explains how we transparently employ processes that
we can reflect on.
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to become aware when it stops functioning reliably. On this view, we can counter Wheeler’s
worry by demanding that agents e-integrate AI technologies. Then, instead of internalising
AI’s errors, agents become aware when their extended processes stop being reliable.

In short, it’s by e-integration that processes (habits of inquiry, skilled uses of tech-
nologies, and so forth) become a part of our cognitive systems in such a way that we can
responsibly employ them to form beliefs (and thus potentially acquire knowledge) (Greco
1999, 2010). And only in the case of e-integration can we speak of responsible extension
(Pritchard 2010; Palermos 2011, 2014). So, if Saira e-integrates her EarSpeak process,
she can responsibly form beliefs with it and therefore extend responsibly.

Responsible cognitive extension is different from mere cognitive extension. For cog-
nitive extension, metaphysical integration (hereafter, m-integration) suffices. M-integration
only demands reciprocal and continuous interaction between the new process and other
processes in the agent’s cognitive system(Carter and Kallestrup 2020).4 Responsible ex-
tension, in contrast, requires e-integration, which demands that the agent be sensitive to
the reliability of her integrated process.

E-integration depends on new beliefs cohering with existing beliefs, and therefore
only belief-forming processes e-integrate. This means, first, that what e-integrates is a
process. Thus, as we’ve already said previously, Saira doesn’t e-integrate EarSpeak (the
technology) but her process of using it. Second, the process needs to be belief-forming.
Some cognitive processes are belief-forming, but not all, and only belief-forming ones can
e-integrate.

Further, only reliable belief-forming processes can e-integrate. A reliable belief-
forming process is one that forms far more true beliefs than false ones (Palermos 2021).
In contrast, m-integration (and therefore mere cognitive extension) doesn’t require that
one’s process be reliable.

There are two routes to e-integration, the strong and the weak (from here on, we will
simply call these strong and weak e-integration) (Pritchard 2010).5 Simply put, the differ-

4Following Carter and Kallestrup (2020), we use the term epistemic integration (shortened to e-integration)
and contrast it with metaphysical integration or mere cognitive extension. The early literature, for instance
Greco (2010) and Pritchard (2010), doesn’t distinguish between these two varieties of integration and simply
uses the term cognitive integration for epistemic integration.

5Even if inspired by Pritchard’s (2010) account of strong integration, our strong route to e-integration must
not be confused with it. His footnotes 8 and 9 suggest that he is undecided whether an agent must employ her
new process for some period of time to build a web of interrelations between it and her pre-existing processes
or whether having access to the process’s reliability suffices. We think that using the process and forming
beliefs with it is necessary (on top of being aware that it’s reliable) for strong e-integration. To e-integrate a
new process is to cultivate a new cognitive ability (or know-how), and it’s this ability that allows the agent to
responsibly form beliefs with her process. Developing such an ability requires using the process until we are
familiar with it. Simply knowing-that our process is reliable will not help us develop the necessary ability.
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ence between the two consists in the level of the agent’s active involvement. For strong
e-integration, an agent ought to have a perspective on the reliability of her process. We
understand this to involve reflective access to the reliability of the process and an under-
standing of why the process is reliable.6

In strong e-integration, after acquiring a perspective on the reliability of her belief-
forming process, the agent ought to employ her process for a certain period of time to form
a variety of beliefs. These beliefs will cohere with her existing beliefs and become inputs
for other belief-forming processes (Palermos 2014). This results in the production of yet
more beliefs, which, in turn, become inputs in further processes. E-integration is achieved
if the dense and reciprocal cooperation of the agent’s processes issues a metacognitive
sensitivity to the new process’s proper functioning. When that happens, the integratedness
of the processes makes her counterfactually sensitive to the reliability of the new (extended)
process, so that, if the process were to go astray, she would become aware of it. The
agent has metacognitive cues that interrupt the transparent and fluent use of the resource
(Proust 2014). Importantly, this sensitivity is effective even when the agent is employing
her resource transparently.

We have, on this account, a promising solution to our initial worry, that is, there seems
to be away to rely on AI systems seamlessly and transparently and still become aware when
there is something wrong with them. As long as our AI-involving processes e-integrate, we
are able to responsibly employ them.

Here is strong e-integration illustrated with an example: Recall that Saira is a com-
puter engineer and has access to EarSpeak’s algorithm and the data used to train it. Sup-
pose she also follows several blogs that describe in detail how machine learning engineers
rectify functioning quirks. She also reads about updates to EarSpeak and what makes it
reliable in different conditions. Confident in the technology’s promise, she uses it regularly
over a period, forming many beliefs with it. These beliefs cohere with her existing beliefs
and become input for her existing processes. As time passes, she stops consciously ap-
prehending what EarSpeak says (learns to employ it transparently), and is instead simply
aware that, say, a table is located in front of her. If tomorrow EarSpeak were to fail at
identifying tables again, she would become aware that something is amiss.

The strong route to e-integration is ideal, but it won’t always do the trick in the case
of AI integration. Firstly, AI algorithms, especially DNNs, are opaque black boxes even to
the machine learning engineers who develop and train them (Petrick 2020). Neither the
people operating these AIs nor the ones creating them have a perspective on what makes
them reliable. This stands in the way of strong e-integration.

6The idea of a perspective on the reliability of one’s process is from Greco (2010), but in our employment
its requirements are somewhat stronger. Instead of only involving reflective access to the reliability of one’s
process, we demand that the agent also understand what makes her process reliable.
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Moreover, some AI technologies alter their own algorithms as they collect data, and
so, even if they remain reliable, the way in which they are reliable changes. This entails
that even if an agent has a perspective on the reliability of their process, it may no longer be
appropriate after the AI has changed. Thus, such changes in reliability hinder e-integration.

Luckily for us, a perspective on the reliability is not necessary for e-integration. Weak
e-integration presents another – less demanding – way that agents can learn to responsibly
use a belief-forming process. The agent may lack a perspective on the reliability of her
process, and yet, by employing it for a sufficiently long period, she can obtain counterfactual
sensitivity to its reliability (Pritchard 2010).7

It’s worth emphasising that given the lack of an initial perspective on the process’s
reliability, it is likely to take an agent longer to develop the requisite sensitivity. Nonetheless,
once e-integrated, the agent is – just as in cases of strong e-integration – in the position to
become aware when her integrated process fails.

It’s no surprise that weak e-integration tends to take considerably longer than strong
e-integration. Having a perspective on how and why a new belief-forming process is reliable
comes with a number of initial beliefs about the functioning of the resource. Absent these
beliefs, we have to acquire the relevant information in another way – namely, by using the
resource frequently and over a lengthy period of time.

Ideally, agents would pass quickly from mere m-integration to e-integration. This min-
imises the time agents spend without defences against problematic beliefs. By achieving
e-integration quickly, agents ensure that sooner they are in a place where they can be-
come aware if their process were to stop working reliably. In other words, the agent can
start responsibly employing her process sooner.

We have seen that strong e-integration is hindered by AI’s black-box-ness, and that
it’s therefore hard to have a perspective on the reliability of AI-involving belief-forming pro-
cesses. However, this doesn’t mean that we cannot have any knowledge about their func-
tioning. Similarly, just because weak e-integration tends to be slow, it doesn’t follow that
we cannot design AI technology in a way that makes e-integration a little faster. More on
these two points in the next section.

5 Defeaters, design, and policy

Taking inspiration from the weak and strong paths to e-integration, we now turn to the
question of how to encourage e-integration rather than mere m-integration. We elaborate
on a number of design and policy recommendations that enable agents to more quickly

7Pritchard (2010) illustrates how our internal biological processes weakly e-integrate into our cognitive sys-
tem.
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develop a sensitivity to the reliability of their processes – and therefore extend responsibly
into AI systems.

It goes (almost) without saying that we should strive to develop reliable AI technolo-
gies. We think this is important to highlight nonetheless. Today, many companies focus on
releasing their products fast and early, with reliability often only playing second fiddle.

Here, we must remember an earlier point: what matters isn’t the reliability of the tech-
nology but the reliability of the belief-forming process. Other things being equal, it should
be easier to form a reliable belief-forming process with reliable technology. However, even
if the technology is somewhat unreliable, the agent may learn to use only the technology’s
reliable aspects. Recall how Amna bumped into doors when EarSpeak was first released.
She later learned to ignore EarSpeak’s silence about doors and to use it only when reliable.

One way to minimise the risk of agents automatically incorporating AI errors is by
helping themmore easily detect when some resource is unreliable. For instance, EarSpeak
could tell the agent not only about the objects it identifies but also the confidence with which
these are identified. Suppose EarSpeak doesn’t just say the names of objects but also how
certain it is about identifying them correctly. By providing information about its own reliability,
a technology can help agents constrain their belief-forming process to only use the reliable
parts of the technology. While there is much more to say about this, we leave this subject
for another paper.

Once the agent has constrained an AI technology to a reliable belief-forming process,
to responsibly employ the process, she ought to become (counterfactually) sensitive to its
reliability. As discussed previously, this is achieved when the agent is in the position to
become aware of her process turning unreliable. One way to cultivate such sensitivity –
and to do so quickly – is to have pre-existing beliefs about the domain in which the AI
operates.

Consider, for instance, a cardiologist who has been using a surgical AI for many years.
The AI suggests cutting an important vein in the heart. Since the cardiologist’s cognitive
processes are extended to the AI, she forms the belief that she should cut the said vein.
However, this new belief is contradicted by her prior belief – instilled by years of education
and practical experience – that the said vein must be handled with great care. This makes
her suspect a fault in her (AI-involving) belief-forming process, and she identifies the AI as
the culprit (rendering it thus opaque).

The case above exemplifies a rebutting defeater (Bergmann 2005; Palermos 2021).
A rebutting defeater is a proposition that undermines the truth of an agent’s belief. The
cardiologist’s pre-existing belief that the said vein must be handled with care is a rebutting
defeater for the new problematic belief she forms using her AI-extended process. When
an agent has prior beliefs that can function as potential rebutting defeaters, she is in a
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position to detect when her extended belief-forming process goes awry. In other words,
these defeaters can allow the agent to be sensitive to the reliability of her process and,
consequently, extend responsibly.

When an expert uses an AI in her domain of expertise, she has a large store of poten-
tial defeaters and is therefore likely to be sensitive to the reliability of her extended belief-
forming process. Experts are likely to (quickly) e-integrate rather than merely m-integrate.
Therefore, one way to ensure that AI errors aren’t incorporated into agents’ cognitive sys-
tems is to mandate that expert AIs be used by experts. We mustn’t replace human exper-
tise with AI expertise, but should rather focus on using AIs to complement and improve our
cognitive abilities. So, training experts remains as important as it is now.

However, as it has become obvious, AIs aren’t always expert systems, and they aren’t
only used by experts. Think, for instance, of the newest wave of LLMs such as ChatGPT,
which provide information on a vast range of topics and are used by the general public.
Since the general public isn’t knowledgeable in all the topics covered by these AIs, such
technologies are difficult to e-integrate (rather than merely m-integrate).

Faiza asks a GPT system about deep-sea creatures’ sources of energy. Unless Faiza
is a deep-sea expert, she will generally fail to determine whether the AI is producing credible
information. If this is so, she is not sensitive to the reliability of the resource and therefore
fails to e-integrate with it.

However, just because Faiza isn’t an expert in deep-sea creatures, she needn’t be
completely defenceless against problematic beliefs. Shemay possess ‘ballpark’ knowledge
about the domain, which can function as potential defeaters. For instance, Faiza might
know that the deep-sea is completely dark and thus if the AI informed her that deep-sea
creatures gain energy directly from the sun, she would know that this cannot be right. This
is akin to how a child who has been taught how to calculate rough estimates is able to
detect when her calculator’s results are completely off the mark. Note, however, that this
won’t work if the AI fails in sufficiently subtle ways – say, if it (wrongly) proclaimed that
deep-sea creatures gain energy by eating certain rocks. Thus, it’s important to cultivate
ballpark knowledge across a wide range of domains, this will only rarely get us all the way
to e-integration.

Because ballpark knowledge is by definition constrained, another kind of defeater
– undercutting defeaters – is especially important in the case of general AI. Undercutting
defeaters provide evidence against the reliability of the source of a belief (Bergmann 2005;
Palermos 2021). For instance, when calculators flicker or fail to show any answer at all, they
indicate that something is amiss. And the humanoid Star Wars protocol droid C3PO often
tells people that it’s not working optimally. When such defeaters are easily recognisable,
they can indicate even to non-experts when a resource cannot be trusted.
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The lesson we want to draw is that we should design AI technologies to fail in highly
salient ways. An EarSpeak that tries to provide the best estimates even if some of its
functions fail might seem superior to one that simply shuts down on the earliest sign of a
problem – but in the present case, it might not be. Since there is a risk of automatically
incorporating EarSpeak’s errors in transparent use, it’s important for the technology to fail
so that the agent is yanked out of transparent use. Only then can she apply the full force
of her conscious processing to her employment of the resource.

Similar to how an agent may be an expert in the domain for which the AI is used,
she may also be an expert in the AI’s functioning. Saira, being a computer scientist, un-
derstands how AIs are designed and trained and is able to detect a variety of subtle signs
that indicate that EarSpeak is failing. She is starting integration with a bigger store of pre-
existing beliefs about the process (and potential undercutting defeaters) and is, therefore,
able to responsibly extend to EarSpeak quicker than someone who doesn’t understand
information technology.

Acquiring potential undercutting defeaters can set an agent on the path to strong
e-integration discussed in the previous section. Recall that strong e-integration requires
an agent to form a perspective on her process’s reliability. To build such a perspective,
she ought to learn how her process works, what makes it reliable, and – consequently –
how it can lose its reliability. This also means that acquiring a perspective gives the agent
potential undercutting defeaters – it allows her to recognise indicators of the unreliability of
her process.

Much can be done to provision agents with a bigger stock of undercutting defeaters.
On the one hand, we can foster computer literacy with the aim of giving most people at
least some knowledge of how AIs function (and fail).8 On the other hand, we can demand
that AI designers and corporations disclose how their systems work. While some of these
systems are black boxes, there is still a lot that the corporations can disclose about their
networks, like the trained models, the algorithm used, the data employed in training, the
kind of training, and so forth.

Disclosing information isn’t just important because it allows AI experts, such as com-
puter engineers, to understand specific models. AI experts can also play an important role
by disseminating their knowledge among the general public, allowing even non-experts to
acquire potential rebutting defeaters. To this aim, we think it’s important to build structures
which encourage such dissemination and training.

Finally, there will be cases when AIs fail in ways that are so subtle that they cannot be
detected during transparent employment. Therefore, as a principle of caution, we believe

8Here, Heersmink (2018) and Schwengerer (2021)’s discussion on cultivating intellectual virtues to respon-
sibly extend into smart technologies resonates with us.
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that AIs that are prone to a sufficiently large number of subtle errors should be designed to
be used opaquely.

6. Adversarial attacks

Wewant to conclude this paper by responding toWheeler’s worry about adversarial attacks.
First, note that adversarial exemplars are carefully crafted to trick an AI system

[szegedy2014; Freiesleben (2021)]. This means that AI systems that are vulnerable to
these attacks may typically function reliably across a wide range of inputs. Therefore, we
do not think that susceptibility to adversarial attacks alone warrants a demand for opaque
design – such systems can be reliable enough to be a part of reliable belief-forming
processes.

Second, an agent who employs an AI-extended belief-forming process may be able
to detect when an adversarial attack turns the process unreliable and, hence, e-integrate it.
The agent may, for instance, have ballpark knowledge that can function as a defeater to the
odd errors AIs may commit. If my computer vision technology identifies some non-Panda
as a Panda while I’m out for a stroll in the city, I will likely doubt the resulting belief.9 If
AI technologies fail this oddly, then spotting errors is easy, and it’s also easy for agents to
develop sensitivity to the reliability of their process.

However, there is a range of cases that is more problematic. Minute changes to road
signs may, in the eye of an AI, turn them from, say, a stop sign into a right-of-way sign (for
such cases, see Pavlitska, Lambing, and Zöllner 2023). Here, the main difficulty is that the
agent might not detect that there is something wrong with their process. When we’re next
to an intersection, we’re just as likely to encounter a stop sign as a right-of-way sign, and
so that makes it unlikely for the agent to have a rebutting defeater.

This is a serious problem, but not an insurmountable one. First, note that such a
change may not even constitute a relevant change in reliability (and thus not something
the agent needs to be responsive to in order to responsibly use the process). Reliability
need not be absolute – and mostly isn’t – for a process to be a candidate belief-forming
process. If we assume that the agent’s belief-forming process has always been susceptible
to certain rare errors due to adversarial attacks, then any false beliefs resulting from such
attacks are regrettable but do not jeopardize the agent’s capacity to maintain a generally
reliable extended belief-forming process.

Suppose, however, numerous road signs are altered in the sneaky ways described
above so that the computer vision technology becomes unreliable. Here we want to empha-
sise that we can strive to make an agent’s environment safer by, for instance, enforcing laws

9The Panda example is inspired by a case in Goodfellow, Shlens, and Szegedy (2015).
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that prohibit altering crucial information like road signs. It’s not reasonable to demand that
the individual become aware of all the minute and subtle ways in which their belief-forming
processes may go wrong. The agent may be manifesting sufficient cognitive agency, or
be sufficiently sensitive to the reliability of her integrated belief-forming process, even if
she fails to become aware of problems in a sufficiently pernicious environment.10 Laws
and customs therefore play an important role by ensuring that our belief-forming processes
generally encounter environments where they function reliably.

Note that this is no different from the case of internal processes. Messing with road
signs is prohibited because it leads agents to form false beliefs that can endanger them
and others. By prohibiting such meddling, we enforce an environment in which we can
responsibly employ our processes (by being reasonably sensitive to the reliability of our
processes). The absence of a stop sign warrants our belief that we may safely cross the
intersection without stopping the car. Such a belief is responsibly formed – even if it is
counterfactually possible that someone removed the road sign.

We must – and do – take great care to construct our environment so that it scaffolds
our cognition. When our cognitive processes extend to AI technologies, these scaffolds
must be suitable for AI-extended belief-forming processes.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that it’s possible to employ AI technologies without automat-
ically incorporating their strange errors. First, we showed that many unreliable processes
are unlikely to be employed transparently, making problematic extensions in such cases
impossible. Additionally, even when an agent transparently employs a resource, they do
not necessarily lose the ability to (opaquely) reflect on it.

Moreover, agents may responsibly extend their belief-forming processes into AIs. For
this, agents need to epistemically integrate (e-integrate) their AI-extended processes, that
is, they need to be in the position to become aware of their process becoming unreliable.
Such responsible extension means an agent may transparently use an AI without automat-
ically incorporating its strange errors.

We detailed a strong and a weak route to e-integration. The strong route – unlike the
weak route – starts with a perspective on the reliability of our AI-involving belief-forming

10One way to understand this is by following Pritchard’s (2007, 2010) anti-luck intuition on knowledge. The
idea is – roughly speaking – that even if our environment isn’t safe from knowledge-underminding luck, we
may manifest cognitive ability and be sufficiently sensitive to our process’s reliability. In such cases, while
we responsibly employ our belief-forming process, we fail to achieve knowledge because of extraordinary
circumstances.
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process. Both routes require the agent to use the resource over some period of time to de-
velop a familiarity with it (though this may happen faster on the strong route). This familiarity
allows the agent to become sensitive to her process’s reliability.

Our framework allows us to formulate a number of design and policy recommenda-
tions geared towards speeding up the process of e-integration. Among them, wementioned
the importance of having AI technologies fail saliently, training domain experts for expert
systems, fostering the general public’s AI literacy, and making information about the tech-
nologies publicly available.
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